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CSQ Scales® Overview
The CSQ Scales® were created in response to the need for a standard instrument to
replace idiosyncratic, ad hoc, and/or untested tools. The goal was to develop a
standardized measure with strong psychometric properties that could be used to assess
general satisfaction across varied health and human services. The CSQ Scales® (CSQ)
include a series of brief instruments. The CSQ is documented to have excellent reliability
and internal consistency. The CSQ is reported to have high levels of client and staff
acceptability when tested in numerous studies involving diverse client samples and a
wide range of health and human service programs. In summary, the major strengths of the

CSQ include its utility as a standard measure, excellent reliability and internal
consistency, acceptability to clients and service providers, and sensitivity to different
levels of program quality, and value to service providers committed to enhancement of
quality and impact of services (Attkisson & Greenfield, 1996, 2004; Attkisson & Pascoe,
1983; Attkisson & Zwick, 1982; Greenfield, 1983; Larsen, Attkisson, Hargreaves, &
Nguyen, 1979; Nguyen, Attkisson, & Stegner, 1983).

CSQ Scales® License Agreements
License Agreement Overview
Permission to use the CSQ Scales® in all versions and languages is obtained through the
purchase process. This mechanism for gaining permission applies only to uses of the
paper forms and formats published by Tamalpais Matrix Systems, LLC.
There is a separate and more formal process of gaining permission for all other
uses of the CSQ Scales®. Specifically, a formal license agreement is required for all uses
of the CSQ Scales® that do not use the standard printed formats.

Alternative Paper Survey Formats
Requests to use the CSQ Scales® or item subsets in an alternative paper survey format
will be considered on a case-by-case basis. Those alternative uses that can be approved
must be sanctioned through a written License Agreement. Use of the CSQ Scales® in this
alternative format cannot be initiated until a License Agreement is developed and fully
executed. Tamalpais Matrix Systems LLC will develop the Agreement, in response to
specific requests, using a model agreement format. The current cost of development of
the Agreement is $50.00 (US$). Other administrative costs may apply depending on the
complexity and terms of the requested use on the copyrighted content of the CSQ
Scales®. CSQ Scales® License Agreements never convey copyright to intellectual
property or compromise the property of the copyright holder — regardless of language,
version, and format.

Electronic Uses and Electronic Formats
Requests to use the CSQ Scales® or item subsets in an electronic (e.g., Web or Internet
based survey methodology) survey format will be considered on a case-by-case basis.
Those electronic uses that can be approved must be sanctioned through a written License
Agreement. Use of the CSQ Scales® in an electronic format cannot be initiated until a
License Agreement is developed and fully executed. Tamalpais Matrix Systems LLC will
develop the Agreement, in response to specific requests, using a model agreement format.
The current cost of development of the agreement is $50.00 (US$). Other administrative
costs may apply depending on the complexity and terms of the requested use on the
copyrighted content of the CSQ Scales®. This policy pertains to all versions and
languages of the CSQ Scales®. CSQ Scales® License Agreements never convey
copyright to intellectual property or compromise the property of the copyright holder —
regardless of language, version, and format.

Translations of the CSQ Scales®
Requests to translate the CSQ Scales® or item subsets into a language or dialect not yet
existing in the CSQ Scales® portfolio will be considered on a case-by-case basis. Those
translation proposals that can be approved must be sanctioned through a written License
Agreement. Translation of the CSQ Scales® (with out regard to format (e.g., paper, Web,
or Internet format) cannot be initiated until a License Agreement is developed and fully
executed. Tamalpais Matrix Systems LLC will develop the Agreement, in response to
specific requests, using a model agreement format. The current cost of development of
the Agreement is $50.00 (US$). Other administrative costs may apply depending on the
complexity and terms of the requested use on the copyrighted content of the CSQ
Scales®. This policy pertains to all versions and languages of the CSQ Scales®. CSQ
Scales® License Agreements never convey copyright to intellectual property or
compromise the property of the copyright holder — regardless of language, version, and
format.

Initiating a CSQ Scales® License Agreement
The first step in initiating a CSQ Scales® License Agreement is to submit a brief written
proposal to Tamalpais Matrix Systems LLC. Inquiries should state the goals for a
proposed alternative use, format, and/or translation of the CSQ Scales®, specifics
regarding who will undertake the proposal, and a plan for proceeding. Proposals and
inquiries must be sent to: Info@CSQScales.com
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